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Introductions.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first two are traditional understandings of outreach for libraries. But I like to think about other things outreach can do, especially through the use of unique and popular collections. [Talk a bit about the three primary colors used in comics printing]



• A popular genre enjoying a renaissance

• A multi-disciplinary, multi-media art 
form

• An emerging area of  scholarship for 
many faculty & students

• Important cultural work: gender, race, 
sexuality, religion, diversity & inclusion, 
censorship, etc.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comics provide a way to engage a broad set of audiences, disciplines, and topics that are relevant to our faculty and students.  [Share the Comics and Critical Librarianship text.  Note how these issues impact our students and community]



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our current comics outreach initiatives began with an exhibit of comics-related materials from our collections in 2017, curated by Dr. Spencer Keralis and myself, with the help of many of our colleagues, including Bobby & Coby.  It was meant to show the diversity and range of materials we owned, as well as the sometimes unexpected places it could be found. [This poster designed by our External Relations office, including student graphic designers].

https://library.unt.edu/events/2017/04-09-bam-pow-boom-comics-library/


Presenter
Presentation Notes
We organized the exhibit around issues of diversity and inclusion, with sections dedicated to black & Latinx comics, comics by and about women, international comics, and LGBTQ comics, as well as materials from our government documents, music, media, and fashion collections.  Visitors came not only from UNT, but from around the community, including local high schools and junior highs.



Comics in the Academy Panel Discussion

• Dr. Spencer Keralis, University of  Illinois, Urbana-
Champaign

• Dr. Marshall Needleman Armintor, UNT, English
• Dr. Jason Helms, TCU, English
• Dr. Samantha Langsdale, UNT, Philosophy & Religion

A two-hour discussion about comics 
history, theory, cultural implications, 
teaching, and scholarship.

The event attracted over 60 attendees, 
including faculty, students, staff, and 
librarians.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The exhibit was accompanied by a formal panel discussion featuring several faculty members who work with comics in their research and teaching.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the unique aspects of our exhibit was the inclusion of comics and other materials produced by government agencies and held in our government documents library.









• Conversation with Sommer Browning: Comics as Poetry 
(June 2017)

• Film Screenings: Wonder Women: The Untold Story of  American 
Superheroines; The Spiral Cage (Fall 2017)

• Hosted National Library of  Medicine’s “Graphic Medicine: 
Ill-Conceived and Well-Drawn!” exhibit & panel discussion 
(January 2018)

• Graphic Novel Collection Enhancement Project (2018-19)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The exhibits provided context for other outreach & engagement activities aimed at audiences who might have adjacent interests: Sommer Browning is a poet & librarian as well as comics artist; The Spiral Cage is an autobiographical comic about an artist, Al Davison, born with spina bifida; and the Graphic Medicine exhibit featured other comics related to health, disease, and caregiving.

https://library.unt.edu/events/2018/01-29-graphic-medicine-ill-conceived-and-well-drawn/


Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the collection enhancement, I had $10,000 to spend. I knew absolutely nothing about graphic novels, so I relied heavily on John, Spencer Keralis, and two colleagues in Collection Management (Jeremy Berg and Todd Enoch) who knew a lot about what was available and that would appeal to patrons. I was pleased to find that our collection already had some good content, and we already subscribed to the flagship electronic resource from Alexander Street Press, the Underground and Independent Comics database.I also investigated options on my own, and reached out to some librarians through the Texas Library Association, which has a very active graphic novels cohort and produces annual recommended reading lists for K-5 and 6-12. All of these strategies were very productive at finding options for the enhancement. In fact, it was a little hard to winnow out the huge number of titles. I ended up focusing on things like filling in continuations of series that we already had the earliest publications and buying the trade paperbacks or hardback compilations whenever I could.One decision I had to make early on was about the scope of the project. The question was does the project include literary criticism on graphic novels? As a research library the answer had to be yes, but I decided to limit literary criticism to e-book formats generally, and if possible to get the discovery record for literary criticism into our demand drive acquisitions pool instead of buying the title outright (of course with a few exceptions).Another decision I faced was whether the graphic novels I selected should be acquired in print only, or if an e-book was available then what should I do? I opted to buy mainly print materials but when an e-book was available through our DDA program then I requested those records as well.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
I ended up proposing a variety of options that included:• EBSCO's Graphic Novels and Comics Collection (94 e-book titles). Estimated price $1,943.• Wiley-Blackwell Encyclopedia of Literature: The Encyclopedia of the Novel on our Credo Reference platform. Estimated price $584.• 353 titles recommended by colleagues and GOBI searches, including many complete series. Estimated price $8,840.• Adding to our DDA pool 207 titles including literary criticism related to graphic novels as well as for some graphic novel series where available and reasonably priced. Estimated price $0.Total expected firm order expenditure: $11,368, about 13% more than originally allotted. However, the overall cost of this enhancement was below that mark because I priced things based on the list price of the original publication, and our books supplier (Amazon) frequently sold these titles below list price.This slide provides just a tiny slice of all the materials we added. You can see that there are many titles with a strong Asian influence, alongside content that appears to be more occidental, and specifically from American culture.In addition to this enhancement project, I have talked up the value of graphic novels with the faculty, staff and librarians throughout the campus community, and I encourage people to suggest materials to buy. I've empowered John to add graphic novels to his ordering folder whenever he wants, and my unit acquires them as routine items like any other research materials. John mentioned the graphic medicine exhibit, and for that initiative he did the equivalent of a mini-enhancement entirely on his own by selecting titles that would support that topic.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our Comics Studies blog and Reading Group provide spaces for ongoing conversations with faculty, staff, and students about their projects, interests, and current reading. It also allows us to highlight materials from our collections by linking to items of interest, placing books on reserve for the reading group, and promoting new resources.  

https://blogs.library.unt.edu/comics/
https://blogs.library.unt.edu/comics/2019/01/23/309/


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facebook pages for our own Comics Studies initiative and the undergraduate comic club, Graphic Content, allow us to share news, events, articles, and projects with the broader community.

https://www.facebook.com/untcomics/?view_public_for=331535454020081
https://www.facebook.com/groups/192558687996907/


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Courses at UNT that utilize comics and graphic novels can make use of our collections, web resources, reserves, and spaces.  We’re also helping promote comics-related events, like an upcoming discussion at the Denton Public Library this Fall, featuring a graphic novel about immigration and discrimination, led by one of our new English faculty members, and a film-screening on diversity & stereotypes in comics, hosted by our Office of Diversity & Inclusion. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
To support both courses and individual research, we’ve created a Comics Studies libguide to gather resources at UNT and elsewhere. This guide, like the blog, is also accessible to the general public.

https://guides.library.unt.edu/comics-studies
https://guides.library.unt.edu/comics-studies/research
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